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The following is a list of unidentified, or formerly unidentified, sounds. All of the sound files in this article have
been sped up by at least a factor of 16 to increase intelligibility by condensing them and raising the frequency
from infrasound to a more audible and reproducible range.
List of unexplained sounds - Wikipedia
An unidentified flying object (UFO) is an object observed in the sky that is not readily identified.Most UFOs
are later identified as conventional objects or phenomena. The term is widely used for claimed observations
of extraterrestrial spacecraft.
Unidentified flying object - Wikipedia
Aristotle (384â€“322 B.C.E.) numbers among the greatest philosophers of all time. Judged solely in terms of
his philosophical influence, only Plato is his peer: Aristotleâ€™s works shaped centuries of philosophy from
Late Antiquity through the Renaissance, and even today continue to be studied with keen, non-antiquarian
interest.
Aristotle (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
Adrenal gland disorders, such as Cushing's Syndrome and Addison's Disease, happen when your glands
make too much or not enough hormones.
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